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Abstract: Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), or sleeping sickness, is caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, which is a chronic form of the disease present in western and central Africa, and by Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense, which is an acute disease located in eastern and southern Africa. The rhodesiense form is a zoonosis, with the occasional infection of humans, but in the gambiense form, the human being is regarded as the main reservoir that plays a key role in the transmission cycle of the disease. The gambiense form currently assumes that 98% of the cases are declared; the Democratic Republic of the Congo is the most affected country, with more than 75% of the gambiense cases declared. The epidemiology of the disease is mediated by the interaction of the parasite (trypanosome) with the vectors (tsetse flies), as well as with the human and animal hosts within a particular environment. Related to these interactions, the disease is confined in spatially limited areas called “foci”, which are located in Sub-Saharan Africa, mainly in remote rural areas. The risk of contracting HAT is, therefore, determined by the possibility of contact of a human being with an infected tsetse fly. Epidemics of HAT were described at the beginning of the 20th century; intensive activities have been set up to confront the disease, and it was under control in the 1960s, with fewer than 5,000 cases reported in the whole continent. The disease resurged at the end of the 1990s, but renewed efforts from endemic countries, cooperation agencies, and nongovernmental organizations led by the World Health Organization succeeded to raise awareness and resources, while reinforcing national programs, reversing the trend of the cases reported, and bringing the disease under control again. In this context, sustainable elimination of the gambiense HAT, defined as the interruption of the transmission of the disease, was considered as a feasible target for 2030. Since rhodesiense HAT is a zoonosis, where the animal reservoir plays a key role, the interruption of the disease’s transmission is not deemed feasible.
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Introduction

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), also known as sleeping sickness, is a vector-borne parasitic disease caused by an extracellular protozoa belonging to the genus, Trypanosoma, species, brucei. Two subspecies of Trypanosoma brucei are pathogenic for humans: T. b. gambiense and T. b. rhodesiense. These two parasites cause distinct pathologic entities, both of which are included under the general term HAT, but they have to be considered as two separate diseases, with different epidemiological and clinical patterns and different patient management.¹

T. b. gambiense infection is found in western and central Africa, and it usually causes a chronic disease named gambiense HAT.² It is an anthropoontic disease with
a minor role for animal reservoirs. It is responsible for 98% of the cases of HAT reported in the last decade.\textsuperscript{1}

\textit{T. b. rhodesiense} is found in eastern and southern Africa. It is less adapted to human beings and it causes an acute and rapidly progressive disease, known as rhodesiense HAT.\textsuperscript{2} It is a zoonotic disease, affecting mainly animals (livestock and wildlife), with humans being only accidentally infected. Rhodesiense HAT has an epidemic potential in humans, as it has been responsible for large outbreaks in the past.\textsuperscript{3-5}

The classical geographic separation of the two forms of the disease approximately coincides with the Rift Valley, with \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} present at the east of the Rift Valley, while \textit{T. b. gambiense} is found to the west of the Valley. Due to different factors, the gap between the two forms has been reducing in Northwest Uganda and on the border between the United Republic of Tanzania and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and in the future, an overlap of the two forms could occur.\textsuperscript{6}

**General clinical aspects**

HAT clinically evolves in two stages. Initially, there is a first or early stage, where parasites dwell in the lymphatic system and bloodstream (hemo–lymphatic stage).\textsuperscript{1,2} After a variable period, which is much shorter in rhodesiense HAT than in gambiense HAT, a late or second stage starts when the trypanosomes cross the blood–brain barrier and invade the central nervous system (meningo–encephalitic stage), accompanied by progressive neurological damage.\textsuperscript{1,2} HAT is considered to be usually fatal if left untreated;\textsuperscript{7} patients progress gradually to a coma, severe organ failure, and eventually death.

The clinical presentation of HAT varies in the two forms of the disease. The signs and symptoms are generally the same for both forms, but they differ in terms of their frequency, severity, and kinetic appearance. Rhodesiense HAT is an acute disease that usually progresses to death within 6 months.\textsuperscript{8} Gambiense HAT has a more chronic progressive course with an average duration of almost 3 years.\textsuperscript{9}

The clinical signs and symptoms are unespecific in both forms of the disease, and their appearance varies between individuals and foci. Intermittent fever, headache, pruritus and other dermatologic problems, lymphadenopathies, weakness, asthenia, anemia, cardiac disorders, endocrine disturbances, musculoskeletal pains, and hepatosplenomegaly are the main signs and symptoms of the first stage.\textsuperscript{1} Neuropsychiatric signs and symptoms, including sleep disturbances, are characteristic of second stage.\textsuperscript{1} However, most of the symptoms of both stages overlap, rendering the distinction between the stages, made based on clinical features, unclear. Misdiagnosis with other fever-causing diseases and neuropsychiatric problems is frequent.\textsuperscript{10,11}

**Transmission cycle**

In both forms of HAT, infection occurrence depends on the interaction of three elements within a particular environment:

1. The mammalian reservoirs of parasites (human or animal) that can be also the host suffering from the disease, and which are influenced by their behavioral interactions with the environment;
2. Tsetse flies or \textit{Glossina} as cyclical vectors for transmission that are fully dependent on environmental factors; and
3. The pathogenic parasite, the trypanosome.

Due to reasons that are not always well known, but that are related to the interactions between these three elements, the transmission of the disease is confined in areas with quite clear spatial limits, beyond which the disease does not occur. This limited space is called a “focus”.\textsuperscript{12}

**The parasite: \textit{Trypanosoma brucei}**

HAT is caused by protozoans hemoflagellates of the genus \textit{Trypanosoma}. There are many species of trypanosomes,\textsuperscript{1} but only two subspecies of the \textit{T. b.} group are responsible for sleeping sickness: \textit{T. b. gambiense} and \textit{T. b. rhodesiense}. A third subspecies of the group, \textit{T. b. brucei} is nonpathogenic for humans, but parasitizes domestic (\textit{Bovidae}, \textit{Suidae}, \textit{Canidae}) and wild animals and it is widely used in experimental models of HAT.\textsuperscript{13} Trypanosomes are extracellular parasites and they can be clearly identified microscopically, but the two subspecies that are pathogenic for human beings are morphologically indistinguishable.\textsuperscript{1,12}

Since differences between these subspecies cannot be observed by microscopy, other methods have been used; apart from the geographic differences, the specific molecular marker known as the serum resistance-associated (\textit{SRA}) gene is currently being used to differentiate between the species, as it is always present in all \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} isolates.\textsuperscript{14} \textit{T. b. gambiense} has been characterized by another specific molecular marker, the \textit{TgsGP} gene, found in type 1 \textit{T. b. gambiense}.\textsuperscript{15} This form constitutes the classical form of gambiense HAT. A much more uncommon type 2 \textit{T. b. gambiense} found in western and central Africa does not contain the \textit{TgsGP} gene\textsuperscript{16} and it produces a more acute form of gambiense HAT.

\textit{T. brucei} group trypanosomes are transmitted by tsetse flies. They have a complex life cycle,\textsuperscript{17-23} with differentiated
biological stages in both the insect vector and the mammalian host.

When entering in the Glossina, the parasites are ingested as bloodstream trypomastigote forms and they move to the midgut. Some species of tsetse are refractory to infection by specific species of trypanosome and even when they are susceptible, the population of parasites in the midgut can be reduced making unsustainable the infection at this point.\(^{21,23}\) However some of the trypomastigote forms in the insect’s midgut may arrive to differentiate into procyclic forms, which replicate in situ and cross the peritrophic membrane to reach the proventriculus, where they becomes mesocyclic trypomastigotes and later epimastigote forms.\(^{17,19,22,23}\) Then, they migrate via the esophagus, proboscis, and hypopharynx to the salivary gland, where they are able to multiply and some of them can transform into infectious metacyclic forms.\(^{17,19,23}\) During this migration from the midgut to the salivary glands, the parasites population size experiences a pronounced reduction.\(^{21–23}\) The metacyclic form is the only stage that is infective to vertebrates, and it is characterized by the presence of the variant surface glycoprotein (VSG) coat that will protect the parasite in order to survive on the host.\(^{17–20}\) The whole cycle in the vector takes 18–35 days, and once infected, a tsetse fly remains so for the rest of its lifespan. Nevertheless, in lab conditions it has been observed that the majority of ingested trypanosomes fail to develop, and only 2%–5% of the flies ingesting trypanosomes produce metacyclic forms.\(^{18}\)

Metacyclic forms are injected subdermally in the mammalian host during a tsetse fly’s blood meal. They proliferate at the site of inoculation and they transform in long slender forms, as they are carried by the draining lymph nodes to the bloodstream where they replicate.\(^{17,20}\) In the bloodstream, the parasite can be found in its proliferative, long, slender bloodstream trypomastigote form, which is adapted to maintain the parasite in mammalian blood, or as the nonproliferative, short, stumpy bloodstream trypomastigote form, which is adapted to differentiate into the replicative procyclic form in the tsetse fly, and thus to ensure transmission.\(^{17,20}\) There are also intermediate forms, which are transitional, as they are between the slender and stumpy forms. The bloodstream forms can enter into different body fluids, including lymph and cerebrospinal fluid, and they can also cross the placenta.\(^{1,2}\)

Sexual reproduction is not obligatory in trypanosomes, but it can occur in salivary glands,\(^{25,26}\) yielding the possibility of genetic exchange and the rapid transmission of important characteristics, such as drug resistance and virulence.\(^{26}\)

Genetic exchange is relatively frequent in \(T. b. rhodesiense,\) but it is more sporadic in \(T. b. gambiense.\)\(^ {27}\)

The amount of parasites in the bloodstream (parasitemia) is generally very low in \(T. b. gambiense\) infections, often remaining below 100 parasites per mL of blood, while in \(T. b. rhodesiense,\) infections typically present with higher parasitemia.\(^ {28}\) Nevertheless, in both cases, parasitemia undergoes important fluctuations; low parasitemia levels can make it complicated to see parasites through microscopy.

The fluctuations of parasitemias are related to host immune responses and the antigenic variation presented by the parasites.\(^ {29}\) The surface of bloodstream forms of trypanosomes is covered with a glycoprotein coat (VSG), which keeps antibodies and the complement system away from the parasite membrane.\(^ {30–32}\) The host develops an effective antibody response, mainly through immunoglobulin M and immunoglobulin G, against this highly immunogenic VSG. Most antibodies of the host are able to disrupt the protective shield and kill the parasites, decreasing the number of parasites present. Nevertheless, the coat protein can turn over very rapidly, leading antibodies that are bound to the surface to be wiped out and permitting the parasites to escape the immune response at a given time. There are a large number of genes with the potential to encode the VSG, carrying the possibility of producing new variants almost ad infinitum.\(^ {30–33}\) There is also an internal mechanism that regulates shifting to new variants: the parasites release a “stumpy induction factor”, which triggers the production of nonreplicating stumpy forms, adapted to reestablish the life cycle when ingested by the tsetse fly.\(^ {34}\)

The vector: Glossina spp.

HAT is transmitted through the bite of an infected tsetse fly (genus Glossina). Thirty-one species and subspecies of tsetse flies have been described and classified in three groups or subgenera,\(^ {35}\) which are generally related to different habitats:

- Subgenus \(Nemorhina,\) or the palpalis group, found in western and central Africa, live in vegetation close to a water source, such as forests, gallery forests, riverbanks and lakes, swamps and mangroves, coffee or cocoa plantations, and they can even adapt to environmental changes, surviving in the periurban areas of medium and large towns\(^ {36}\) and areas of intensive agriculture. This subgenus includes the main vectors of sleeping sickness: \(G. palpalis palpalis\) and \(G. p. gambiensis\) for \(T. b. gambiense\) and \(G. fuscipes\) for both \(T. b. gambiense\) and \(T. b. rhodesiense.\) \(G. palpalis\) is distributed in the Atlantic coast from Senegal to Angola. \(G. fuscipes\) is present in central Africa from Cameroon and Congo to the Rift Valley.
• Subgenus Glossina sensu stricto, or the morsitans group, occurs in woodland savannah, and is linked to the presence of wild fauna and cattle. G. morsitans, G. swynnertoni, and G. pallidipes, all of which are located mainly in East Africa, might be involved in the transmission of T. b. rhodesiense.

• Subgenus Austenina, or the fusca group, lives in primary forest belts (rainforest, savannah, or coastal forests). Increasing human activity in these forests tends to make this subgenus disappear. They have not been reported to be vectors of HAT.

Tsetse flies are restricted to sub-Saharan Africa, between the latitudes of 14°N and 29°S, south of the Sahel desert, and north of the Namibian and Kalahari deserts.38 Some pockets of G. morsitans and G. fusca have been described in southwestern Saudi Arabia.39 All the species of tsetse flies are potentially cyclical vectors of trypanosomes, but in nature, the infection is carried almost exclusively by G. fusca, G. palpalis, and G. morsitans.

Tsetse flies need a particular temperature (16°C–38°C) and humidity (50%–80% of relative humidity) to survive. Therefore, they are linked to the presence of water that increases the local humidity, allowing for the growth of vegetation that protects them from direct sunlight and wind, and attracts the animals to where tsetse feed.1

The transmission of HAT involves the obligatory biological development of trypanosomes in the fly, as previously described, and in only 2%–5% of cases will this development occur, with the presence of metacyclic forms in the salivary glands. Therefore, the mature infection rate among tsetse flies is quite low, with an average of less than 1% of tsetse flies infective for T. brucei spp.39 This makes the tsetse fly a relatively low competent vector for trypanosomiasis transmission. Nevertheless, even the low ingestion of parasites during the blood meal can result in infection in the fly,40 and a single infected tsetse bite is sufficient for transmitting the infection to another mammalian host.41 However, the probability of the transmission of HAT is related to the number of trypanosomes inoculated into the mammal. Therefore, the capacity of transmission of the disease by the tsetse fly is influenced by different factors, such as the density of tsetse populations, the tsetse fly’s longevity, the vector’s susceptibility to infection, the tsetse fly’s infestation rates, the availability of other sources of a blood meal, and the factors that determine the frequency and intensity of the host-fly’s contacts.24,28,33,42

The life cycle of Glossina is peculiar because of the absence of oviposition and the development of a single larva in the uterus of the female fly. Each female produces one single offspring at a time and the third instar larva developed within the uterus is larviposited as a mature larva into humid soil in a shady place. The larva moves actively, and then it quickly buries itself a few centimeters deep in clay or sandy soil to pupate. The pupa lives in the soil on the food reserves, and the adult insect emerges 20–80 days after larviposition, depending on temperature and humidity.1

The female is mated in the days following her emergence, and only one insemination is generally sufficient for her to remain fertile, but in some cases, young females accept several sexual unions. The female accumulates the spermatozooids in the spermathecae where they can survive for nearly 200 days. The female deposits a larva approximately every 10 days.1

The lifespan of the fly is highly variable depending on the season: longer in the rainy season (3–5 months) and shorter in the dry season (1–2 months), rarely exceeding 7 months. In general females live longer than males, being more numerous in natural populations.1

Both female and male flies are hematophagous and, thus, both are capable of transmitting infection. Newly emerged flies (teneral flies) need to immediately find a host on which to feed, and they are not very discriminatory about the host. The chance of becoming infected is highest in this first blood meal,43 but tsetse flies can be infected with trypanosomes at any point in their lives. Meals are taken about every 2–4 days (up to 10 days when climatic conditions or the availability of hosts is adverse).1 Tsetse fly saliva is injected during the blood meal to avoid blood coagulation and to produce a vasodilation. If the saliva contains infective trypanosomes, they are transferred during the meal. If the host is infected by trypanosomes, these are ingested by the fly and it can develop an infection but as already indicated the majority of ingested trypanosomes fail to develop.

The feeding preferences of tsetse flies are not well known; odor stimuli produced by cutaneous secretions, feces, urine, and breath, as well as visual factors related to form, size, movements, contrast, and color are involved in the finding of a suitable host.44,45 These aspects have led to the development of different vector control tools.45–47 Suinae (pigs, warthogs, and bush pigs) are regarded as the first preference for G. morsitans and G. palpalis, and reptiles (monitor lizards, crocodiles, and snakes) are preferred by many species, but in general, tsetse flies are opportunistic and are able to adapt to host availability.1 Some wild animals (kob, zebra, wildebeest, oryx) are rarely ever bitten by tsetse flies, possibly because their colors are less attractive, or because their skin contains repellent substances.48 Humans are occasionally bitten by the morsitans group, although the human odor acts as a repellent.49,50
G. fuscipes and G. palpalis seem to be attracted to human odor.51 The palpalis group is more opportunistic, and it feeds more indiscriminately on many species.52

The blood meal lasts between 20–30 seconds.1 The tsetse flies can be killed by the defensive movements of the host. Thus, they prefer to bite animal hosts on the lower parts of the anterior legs or on the belly, where they are less likely to be killed.1 This behavior is the basis upon which to propose the restrictive application of insecticides to only those parts of cattle to decrease costs and increase effectiveness.53,54

The tsetse fly spends most of its time resting, with daily flying activity of 30–50 minutes in males and only a few minutes in females, mainly concentrated in the morning and at the end of the afternoon; the flies do not leave their resting places during the hottest parts of the day or during the rain, or in windy conditions.55 They fly at low levels (~0.5 m) and at high speeds (up to 25 km/hour) in small successive displacements of a few seconds or minutes, usually covering short distances (200–300 m). However, they have a great capacity to disperse, and they can cover up to 20–30 km of distance in successive days.28 They can be passively transported by cattle herds or on vehicles, boats, or trains, with the risk of reinventing areas free of tsetse.1

Resting places include the underside of leaves, branches, the holes in tree trunks, roots, or other shady areas, but they also rest in sunny places in the early morning.1 During the dry season, the resting places are below 50 cm during the day, but at night or during the rainy season, they are at around 2.5 m, sometimes reaching up to 10 m. Knowledge about the resting places of tsetse flies determines the use of the selective application of insecticide ground spraying and sequential insecticide aerial treatments.1

Densities of tsetse populations are determined by climatic, environmental factors and host availability, but in general, the tsetse population growth tends to be low, as this is mainly related to their low reproductive rate.1 Since Glossina is practically the only vector responsible for transmitting the parasite from one mammalian host or reservoir to another, combining its control with the detection and treatment of cases of infection can contribute to the sustainability of HAT control.

The reservoir and the host: the human being in the cycle of human African trypanosomiasis

The role of animal reservoirs and human beings is very different in the two forms of HAT. Gambiense HAT is an anthroponotic disease with a minor role for animal reservoirs, while rhodesiense HAT is a zoonotic disease, affecting mainly animals (livestock and game); humans are only accidental hosts.

Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis

It is typically regarded that humans constitute the main epidemiological reservoir of T. b. gambiense.1,35 Despite the fact that the tsetse fly has a relatively low competence as vector for gambiense HAT, and the presence of parasitemias in human beings is usually low, the long duration of human infection with an extended paucisymptomatic period is considered sufficient to maintain a human–fly–human transmission cycle.56

Nevertheless, some data6,57,58 suggest the possible role played by asymptomatic human beings or animals as additional reservoirs. Asymptomatic individuals infected with trypanosomes who refused treatment and were followed-up for long periods (5–15 years) without showing any clinical manifestation of the disease have been described.59 These individuals can become aparasitemic by microscopy, while keeping a polymerase chain reaction intermittently positive and a trypanolysis test positive.60 They could be asymptomatic chronic carriers of the infection, and a source of vector infection that maintains the transmission of gambiense HAT in some cases.61 This could be similar to the phenomena of trypanotolerance, which is well described in animals.62,63

The other hypothesis relies on the possible role played by a variety of domestic and wild animals (mammals and reptilians) as reservoirs. T. b. gambiense has been described in domestic animals such as pigs, sheep, dogs, goats, and many different wild animals.54–74 The role played as reservoirs by these animal hosts is not clear; in some gambiense human foci, T. b. gambiense group 1 parasites are found in domestic livestock (mainly pigs), but in other foci where the same infection is present in humans, the parasites have not been found in domestic animals.74,75 On the other hand, in some foci, the infection rates and trypanosome genotypes circulating in pigs and humans are different, suggesting that the pig may not act as an animal reservoir for human infections in this focus.76 There are also some studies relating the prevalence of gambiense infection in domestic animals and that of gambiense HAT in humans,73 and which have not found the parasite in wild animals in sites where there are no human cases.72 Some studies show that experimental infections of animals with T. b. gambiense are limited in time, always lasting less than 1 year.78 Therefore, more data are needed to clarify the role played by the animal reservoir in maintaining gambiense transmission when the prevalence of human infection is low and elimination is envisaged.
In addition, HAT control programs that target only the human reservoir through case detection and the subsequent treatment of cases without including vector control activities have been very successful, as the disease has reached very low prevalence rates after several rounds of active case finding\textsuperscript{77–79} and, in some cases, achieving even elimination.\textsuperscript{80} However, in other foci, despite active case detection that has been maintained over many years, ongoing transmission continues and the prevalence figures have remained the same.\textsuperscript{81,82} In these cases, the persistence of the transmission and maintenance of the prevalence rate may also be linked to incomplete attendance of population to screening activities and to the limited sensitivity of the diagnostic methods used.\textsuperscript{79,83,84}

\textbf{Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis}

The transmission cycle of \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} mainly involves the transmission between nonhuman reservoirs through the tsetse fly, but occasionally humans can be included in the cycle, although their role as reservoirs is limited:

- Animal–tsetse fly–animal: this is the usual cycle.
- Human–tsetse fly–human: this is very unlikely and probably only happens during epidemics.

The population of \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} is, therefore, maintained in nonhuman reservoirs. In some cases, the animal just carries the parasite and survives for many years, but in other cases, the animal is affected by the disease. Carriage of \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} has been confirmed in the following wild animals:\textsuperscript{1} bushbuck; duiker; giraffe; hartebeest; hyena; impala; lechwe; lion; oribi; reedbuck; warthog; waterbuck; and zebra, with bushbucks considered as the most frequently described reservoir. Domestic animals, such as bovine and porcine species, have also been identified as reservoirs.\textsuperscript{85–87} The existence of a reptilian host has been well described, but its contribution to the maintenance of trypanosomes is unlikely, as their body temperature varies considerably, making the survival of parasites improbable.\textsuperscript{88}

Hence, two situations can be differentiated: there may be areas where the main reservoirs are wild animals; and there may be areas where domestic animals play this role. These two different situations are related to different risks of transmission, and these risks are crucial when considering control measures.

In the case of areas where wild animals can act as the main reservoir, different factors can facilitate the involvement of the human being in the transmission cycle of rhodesiense HAT. These factors are related to the increase of contact between human and wild animal reservoirs. Land-use pressures trigger the use of new areas for domestic animal grazing; thus, domestic animals invade areas that are occupied by wildlife, increasing the possibility of the transmission of rhodesiense HAT from wildlife to humans, either directly or passing the disease through livestock. Another example is the case described where tourists and rangers visit or work in protected areas.\textsuperscript{11,89} In some areas, wild animals formerly acted as the main reservoir for the parasite, but the habitats of these animals were colonized by human activities, and domestic animals substituted wildlife, subsequently becoming the main reservoirs.\textsuperscript{1}

In the case where cattle serve as the main reservoir, the contact between humans and the reservoir is easier, and outbreaks of the disease in humans can easily occur. This contact can be even peridomestic. Cattle infection with \textit{T. b. rhodesiense} has accounted for around 1% of livestock infections in areas where human cases are rarely reported,\textsuperscript{97} but this rate can reach 18% during human outbreaks.\textsuperscript{90}

\textbf{Other atypical transmission routes}

The principal mode of transmission of HAT is vector-borne by tsetse fly. The tsetse fly is considered as a cyclical vector as the transmission requires a transformation process of the parasite in the fly. In the case of high parasitemias, the mechanical transmission of the infection by tsetse flies could be possible but very rare and it has already been described for \textit{T. b. rhodesiense}.\textsuperscript{91}

Other less frequent routes of transmission have been described:

- Vertical transmission of the infection is well known, and has been demonstrated in cases where individuals have been diagnosed with HAT in the days following birth, and in infected children born in nonendemic countries from infected mothers.\textsuperscript{59,92–94} Congenital transmission is assumed to be rare, but it occurs more often than currently thought, although it is frequently underdiagnosed because of the poor capacities of the health care facilities available in endemic areas, the unspecific clinical symptoms and signs of the disease, the lack of awareness among the staff members who attend to newborns, the important number of deliveries that occurs outside these health care facilities, and the high infant mortality rate in the endemic areas related to different causes.\textsuperscript{94}
- Accidental mechanical transmission in laboratories has very rarely occurred.\textsuperscript{95}
- The infection can be acquired through blood transfusion, but these cases have been very rarely reported.\textsuperscript{96}
Transmission by organ transplantation is theoretically possible, but it has never been reported, as this is probably related to the reduced number of transplants carried out in disease endemic areas.97

- Possible transmission of the parasite through sexual contact has been described in a woman who never visited an endemic country and was never exposed to any other risk factors, but she did have a male partner with confirmed gambiense HAT.98

Risk factors
The risk factors for the transmission of this disease are determined by the increases in the possibility with which humans come into contact with a tsetse fly, and these factors are thus related to the site of contact between the tsetse fly and the human, and the intensity and frequency of this contact. In rhodesiense HAT, these risk factors are also related to the presence of nonhuman reservoirs.

Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis
The risk factors for gambiense HAT vary according to the different environmental settings and the characteristics of the vector in the different biotopes, and the activities carried out by human beings in the biotopes occupied by the tsetse flies.

- In humid forest, the tsetse flies are widely distributed, and human–fly contact is related to activities such as hunting, fetching firewood, timber-related activities, and forest clearing for farming.99
- In the woodland savanna and riverine forest galleries, the fly is found close to rivers and streams. The risk of transmission has been associated with activities that have been developed along these water bodies, such as fetching water, washing clothing or food (cassava), the artisanal extraction of palm oil, brewing, gold and diamond mining, and fishing.36,100,101 The risk of transmission increases when tsetse habitats are restricted, for example, during the dry season.
- In the transitional vegetation between forest and woodland savanna, the islands of vegetation provide a suitable habitat for tsetse, and these locations act as points from which hosts are sighted. These areas are often used for farming, making this activity a risk factor in these areas.101
- In the mangrove areas, tsetse flies find a favorable habitat where a high risk of transmission is associated with fishing and crustacean collection, but the parasite is also found in cleared areas used for rice cultivation. Pirogue jetties and fishing encampments are areas where human–fly contact can be intense.102,103
- Coca, coffee, and also mango and banana plantations, where the original forest has been replaced, are also suitable habitats for tsetse flies, and these areas are related to transmission in plantation workers.104
- Gambiense HAT is considered a rural disease, but transmission has also been occasionally observed in urban settings. Nevertheless, transmission in urban areas is associated with travels to neighboring rural areas for cultivating fields, or it may occur in suburban outskirts closer to transitional vegetation areas, where agricultural activities are possible; these areas constitute a suitable tsetse habitat with few alternative hosts.105,106

It has been described that certain protective immunity exists against new infections in humans after suffering from the disease.107,108

The risk associated with age- and sex-related factors pertains to the activities and behaviors made by the different age and sex groups. In general, gambiense HAT is predominately a disease of adults, mainly affecting young adults, as this is the group that is most involved in productive activities that facilitate contact with the vector.28,77,101 Children are usually less affected than adults, but in some areas (such as mangroves), teens present a higher rate of infection related to fishing and leisure activities in water areas.109,110 In areas where at-risk activities include mining, hunting, or fishing, the prevalence is higher in males. In transitional vegetation areas where the risk of infection is associated with agriculture and domestic activities at bodies of water, similar prevalence rates have been found in males and females.28,77,101,110

The clustering of cases and some familial aggregation has been described, as the risk of gambiense HAT for a child significantly increased when the mother also had HAT.28 It has been suggested that familial clustering was a consequence of similar exposure to the vector and shared behavioral risk factors, rather than of genetic susceptibility.111,112

The risk of gambiense HAT infection in short-term travelers from nonendemic areas is very low, as tourists rarely visit the rural areas where gambiense HAT is endemic. Gambiense HAT cases that are occasionally diagnosed in nonendemic countries are mainly seen in immigrants and expatriate residents living in at risk areas for extended periods.11

Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis
The two different settings described for rhodesiense HAT mean different situations of risk for contracting the disease.
In the areas where wildlife is the main reservoir, the main risk factors are associated with entry into areas that are usually restricted and where wildlife is preserved (national parks and game reserves). A high density of tsetse flies in these areas increases this risk. Exposure is related to the movement of humans, animals, and tsetse flies out of or into reserves, especially during specific seasons of the year. Populations living in the periphery of game reserves and national parks are the ones at the highest risk. The exposure to rhodesiense HAT in this area involves wildlife conservation activities (for example, rangers and park wardens), hunting and poaching, fishing, honey and firewood collection, and visitors of national parks (tourists). The movement of livestock for grazing in these areas is another risk factor for herdsmen; there is also the potential that this risk could be transferred to other areas where the cattle is moving.

In the areas where livestock is the main reservoir, activities linked to cattle raising increase this risk, but the general population living in these areas is also exposed. Those living on the periphery of villages or near the cattle markets are most at risk.

With respect to age, those at highest risk for rhodesiense HAT are in the working-age group, which is comprised of individuals venturing into tsetse habitats. It is assumed that their contact with flies occurs when the humans enter into the woodland habitat of the flies, but recent studies have found the frequent peridomestic presence of some tsetse species, and even tsetse biting humans inside buildings, but transmission still mainly occurs in more tsetse-suitable habitats. As is the case in gambiense HAT, the sex-based risks are related to the specific activities and behaviors engaged upon by the members of each sex; in general, rhodesiense HAT is predominately a disease of males. Familial aggregation also occurs in rhodesiense HAT, which is most likely related to the common exposure of vectors, especially since there are shared behavioral and spatial risk factors among members of a household.

Given that rhodesiense HAT is an acute disease, it is possible to observe a certain seasonal variation in transmission that is linked to the density of Glossina: The peak in the Glossina population densities is usually seen after the rainy season, and the peak in the human cases can be detected in 1–3 months after the rainy season.

The risk of acquiring rhodesiense HAT for short-term travelers from nonendemic areas is low, but this risk factor is more important than that of developing gambiense HAT, as tourists commonly visit natural areas where rhodesiense HAT is transmitted. Cases of rhodesiense HAT in travelers can occasionally appear in clusters of people who have visited common areas.

### Burden and social impact

HAT occurs mainly in remote rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa, where suitable environmental conditions for the vector’s presence occur. Populations living in these areas have a low income level and they are often neglected. The disease is considered to have a case fatality rate close to 100%. Nevertheless, some older reports and recent studies have shown an alternative natural progression of HAT to asymptomatic carriers, or even to the apparent spontaneous resolution of the infection. Apart from the lethality and the individual-level impact, since the disease affects mainly individuals of productive age, and given that it is mainly a chronic disease, it affects the income-generating capacity of families, worsening the economic situation of impoverished groups. The cost of patient care and the necessity of seeking medical services to look for a diagnosis and treatment mean that there is an added and important cost when the generation of resources in the family is threatened. In this way, the disease contributes to maintain the poverty cycle in these neglected communities.

In endemic areas, people know of HAT infection and fear it because of the long lasting suffering and the lethality of the disease. HAT is also a stigmatizing disease, mainly because of the neuropsychological impairment entailed, and in many endemic areas, the presence of the disease is hidden and the patients are discriminated or abandoned.

### Incidence of the disease and time trends

Sleeping sickness was first described around the 14th century, but it has been considered as endemic in African regions since the appearance of human beings. At the beginning of the 20th century, epidemics of sleeping sickness in the Lake Victoria region, Congo River basin, and other areas of central Africa decimated the population. These epidemics were mainly linked to increased population movements and changes in the environment (for example, deforestation or the introduction of intensive agriculture for cash crops), both of which are factors that are related to the new colonial order. It was at that moment when the parasite causing the disease was identified, and the link with the tsetse fly as vector was established.
Concerned by the socioeconomic problems caused by HAT, colonial authorities set up successful control measures,\textsuperscript{126} which progressively controlled the disease, reaching a very low, generalized transmission by the mid-1960s, with a minimum of 4,435 cases declared in Africa in 1964 (Figure 1)\textsuperscript{127} This led to the feeling that the disease was tackled and would soon be eliminated, despite the fact that there was not a clear objective of elimination, and a subsequent surveillance system was established.\textsuperscript{128} In the following years, coinciding with the independence process in the majority of African countries, the expenditures for HAT were reduced, and awareness and surveillance of the disease decreased. Together with the presence of social instability, the conflicts and insecurity that constrained the disease control interventions led the disease to resurge in the 1980s and 1990s,\textsuperscript{129–131} and the number of cases reported reached worrisome levels, considering also that only a fraction of the areas at risk were under surveillance. At that time, the total number of existing cases of HAT was estimated at 300,000 cases.\textsuperscript{35}

The situation of HAT at that time received attention from the health authorities in endemic countries and bilateral and multilateral agencies.\textsuperscript{128} The World Health Organization (WHO) responded to this situation by coordinating international partners working in HAT control, raising awareness and political will, and bringing new resources from the public and private sectors to support national control programs.\textsuperscript{128} Control programs were reinforced and, as a result, since 2000, the number of notified cases has shown a steady decrease, falling since 2009 to below 10,000 new reported cases (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{128}

### Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis

As for rhodesiense HAT, gambiense HAT can appear in epidemic forms, as has happened in the past,\textsuperscript{132} with major epidemics noted at the end of the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th century (1896–1906),\textsuperscript{3,133} in the 1920s and 1930s,\textsuperscript{132,133} and in the 1980s and 1990s.\textsuperscript{129–131} The origin of these epidemics is linked to sociopolitical changes and conflicts that have resulted in sudden modifications of the environment, displacement of populations, changes in human practices, and feeble or absent HAT control programs in a weak health care system environment.\textsuperscript{129–131}

The increase of gambiense HAT cases in the first third of the 20th century, which reached, in some cases, epidemic levels, generated a response from colonial governments that were initially based on the application of vector control measures, and later on the deployment of mobile teams that visited the villages in the at-risk areas to conduct systematic screening of the entire population and to treat the detected cases.\textsuperscript{129–131} This strategy was successful and systematically applied for more than three decades, reaching complete control of the diseases in the early 1960s. At that moment, HAT control activities declined and this was associated with the conflict and sociopolitical instability in most of the gambiense HAT endemic countries (Angola, Democratic Republic of Congo,
South Sudan, Central African Republic, Uganda); this led to the resurgence of the infection in the 1980s.129–131

The renewed technical and logistic support for country-based programs at the beginning of the 21st century allowed for the reinforcement of active and passive case detection, thus increasing the number of people screened, to enhance drug availability and access to treatment, as well as to improve epidemiological knowledge of the disease.128,134 The result was the improvement of the control of the disease and, therefore, a substantial progressive decrease in the annual number of cases reported, reaching 6,228 new cases that were declared in 2013 (Table 1).1,128,134,135

In the last 5 years (2009–2013), gambiense HAT cases have represented 98% of the total proportion of HAT cases; the cases of Rhodesiense HAT have accounted for the remaining 2%.1,128,135

The trend in cases reported of gambiense HAT showed a decrease in the prevalence of the disease of 76% since 2000, with a number of around 7,000 cases reported in the last 3 years.1,128,135 Nevertheless, HAT mainly affects remote rural communities where the health infrastructure is basic; furthermore, there are other endemic areas where accessibility is complicated because of security problems or topography constraints. Therefore, a certain number of cases are not recognized and diagnosed.1,128,134–136 Despite the fact that epidemiological knowledge about the disease has improved considerably in the past decade, there is still a gap between the number of cases declared and the number of actual cases. Currently, it is estimated that the annual incidence of gami- biense HAT is less than 20,000 cases.1,128,134

### Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis

Rhodesiense HAT can occur in both endemic and epidemic forms. The usual situation is that the disease occurs in an endemic state, with sporadic human cases. In areas with wildlife as the main reservoir, human cases appear occasionally, even when there are periods of several years without cases.1,113,134,137 In areas with livestock as the main reservoir, the cases usually occur more regularly.138,139 In both situations, human cases can be absent, although the parasite is still detectable in domestic reservoirs.97

Epidemics have been frequently linked to social or environmental disruptions that compel people and livestock to move to

### Table 1 Total number of new cases of gambiense human African trypanosomiasis reported to the World Health Organization from 2000–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>4,546</td>
<td>4,577</td>
<td>3,621</td>
<td>3,115</td>
<td>2,280</td>
<td>1,727</td>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>1,194</td>
<td>1,054</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>16,975</td>
<td>17,322</td>
<td>13,853</td>
<td>11,148</td>
<td>10,369</td>
<td>10,269</td>
<td>8,023</td>
<td>8,162</td>
<td>7,326</td>
<td>7,183</td>
<td>5,629</td>
<td>5,595</td>
<td>5,983</td>
<td>5,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Bissau</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>1,801</td>
<td>1,919</td>
<td>3,121</td>
<td>3,061</td>
<td>1,742</td>
<td>1,853</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reported</td>
<td>25,865</td>
<td>26,117</td>
<td>23,836</td>
<td>19,963</td>
<td>17,130</td>
<td>15,644</td>
<td>11,382</td>
<td>10,473</td>
<td>10,388</td>
<td>9,685</td>
<td>6,978</td>
<td>6,637</td>
<td>7,106</td>
<td>6,228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
marginal lands where the contact with tsetse flies increases and can trigger local outbreaks of the disease,\(^5,12,13,17,140-142\) which is what probably occurred in the huge Busoga epidemic that took place in Uganda in the early 1990s.\(^3\) Large-scale movement of livestock related to economic factors can extend the rhodesiense HAT foci, or even introduce the disease in new areas.\(^143\)

As in gambiense HAT, since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been a clear decreasing trend in the number of cases reported by endemic countries (Table 2).\(^1,134,135\) Environmental changes related to land use and population density have reduced the habitats for wildlife and these factors, therefore, have contributed to this decreasing trend.

Uganda is the only country in sub-Saharan Africa presenting both rhodesiense and gambiense HAT.\(^1,6\) The risk of the geographical overlap of both forms, as related to movements of the livestock reservoir to areas of gambiense HAT, has been described.\(^4\) This possibility could have important therapeutic and diagnostic implications. Refugees from endemic areas of gambiense HAT in the Democratic Republic of the Congo are also moving to endemic areas of rhodesiense HAT in western Tanzania, creating opportunities for a possible overlap of the two forms of HAT.\(^1,144\)

Geographical distribution (focus)

HAT is a focal disease; this means that the distribution of the disease is patchy, being limited to a circumscribed area, called a “focus”, beyond which the disease does not occur.\(^145\) The focus was qualitatively defined by the WHO Expert Committee in 1986 as “a zone of transmission to which a geographical name is given (locality, region or river)”.\(^12\) In these areas, the environment is adequate for the host, the reservoir, the vector, and the parasite and, subsequently, transmission can occur. The foci usually tend to be stable over time, with geographical limits slightly expanding or diminishing. However, environmental changes or human or livestock population movements can cause variations in intensity of transmission, or even changes in geographical settings.\(^77\)

There are around 360 HAT foci that have been described currently, all of which are circumscribed to 36 sub-Saharan Africa countries and are mainly located in rural and remote environments.\(^1,12,135,146-148\)

The Atlas of Human African Trypanosomiasis is a WHO-led initiative that was jointly developed with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, and with disease endemic countries in the framework of the Program against African Trypanosomosis.\(^147,149\) This Atlas geographically locates, at the village of residence level, all the cases of HAT reported since 2000. The Atlas is a dynamic tool, and it is regularly improved and updated in terms of accuracy and completeness (Figure 2).\(^149\)

Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis

Currently, there are around 300 gambiense HAT foci that have been described, all of which are circumscribed to 24 sub-Saharan Africa countries (Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Central African Republic, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Sudan, Togo, Uganda).\(^146\) A detailed map of these foci is provided on the WHO web page.\(^148\) These foci can be classified into three groups, according to the reported intensity of disease transmission.\(^135,149\)

### Table 2 Number of new cases of rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis reported to the World Health Organization (2000–2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Botswana</th>
<th>Burundi</th>
<th>Ethiopia</th>
<th>Kenya</th>
<th>Malawi</th>
<th>Mozambique</th>
<th>Namibia</th>
<th>Rwanda</th>
<th>Swaziland</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
<th>Uganda</th>
<th>Zambia</th>
<th>Zimbabwe</th>
<th>Total reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the period from 2009–2013, 82% of gambiense HAT cases were reported from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 5.5% from the Central African Republic, 4% from Chad, 3.5% from South Sudan, 2% from Angola, and the remaining 3% from another eight countries (Cameroon, Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Guinea, Nigeria, and Uganda).1,149

Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis

There are around 60 historical foci of rhodesiense HAT in 13 African countries (Botswana, Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe). A detailed map of these foci is provided on the WHO web page.148 These foci can be classified according to the pattern of transmission related to the reservoir:135

1. Foci where wild animals, mainly kept in protected areas, are the main parasite reservoir. This happens around natural protected areas in southwestern Uganda, western and northern Tanzania, southern Kenya, Zambia, Malawi, and northern Zimbabwe.135

   In some areas, both patterns coexist with a mixed transmission pattern, where the reservoir can either be wild animals or cattle; this is observed in western Tanzania.

   In the last 5 years (2009–2013), 67% of the cases reported happened in Uganda, 22% in Malawi, and 4% in the United Republic of Tanzania, and 4% in Zambia. Sporadic cases have been declared in Zimbabwe and Kenya.1,149

2. Foci where the main parasite reservoir is cattle. This situation is found in southeastern Uganda and western Kenya.135

   The at-risk population

The risk of disease transmission is basically limited to the foci of the disease and cannot be generalized on a national or continental scale. Based on new spatial analysis of the data included in the WHO Atlas of HAT and global population distribution layers (LandScanTM; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA), the extension and the location of different levels of risk has been estimated.149 Therefore, it has been estimated that 70 million people live at different levels of risk for HAT infection. Moreover, 57 million (81%) people distributed over an area of approximately 1.38 million km² are at risk of gambiense HAT; this population is distributed in 14 of the 24 countries listed as endemic for gambiense HAT.149 Furthermore, 12.3 million people are at risk of contracting rhodesiense HAT, and they are distributed over an area of 0.171 million km².149

Figure 2 Geographic distribution of HAT cases reported from 2000–2009.


Abbreviations: HAT, human African trypanosomiasis; T. b., Trypanosoma brucei.
than 5 million people live in areas classified as high or very high risk for contracting HAT.  

The Democratic Republic of the Congo has the greatest number of people at risk (36 million) for HAT, and the largest risk area (790,000 km²), but South Sudan and Angola also have sizeable at-risk populations.  

In West Africa, the most endemic areas are classified as moderate risk and they are located in the central Côte d’Ivoire and coastal Guinea (Figure 3 and Table 3).

The future of the disease: elimination and global environmental change

The control and surveillance activities carried out over the last 15 years have been successful, as shown by the decreasing trend of HAT cases. Considering the current state of control of the disease, but also the epidemiological vulnerability of the disease, the availability of effective strategies and tools, and the international commitment and political will, the elimination of the disease has been considered as feasible. In fact in 2012, the WHO targeted the elimination of gambiense HAT as a public health problem by 2020. The final goal in the future should be the sustainable elimination of the disease, defined as the interruption of the transmission of gambiense HAT, which has been targeted for 2030.

To introduce the feasible goal of elimination, highlighting the achievements made and the adequate momentum to reach a public health milestone could avoid the lack of interest and the oblivion in the health decisions and plans of HAT, a localized disease with reduced number of cases. Keeping a clear and well-defined elimination goal could help to maintain awareness and to invest the needed resources to continue the control of the disease, preventing the possible reemergence of HAT in the coming future.

In this context, the integration of gambiense HAT control and surveillance activities in the health care system is crucial to ensure the sustainability of the elimination. Nevertheless, in the rural areas where HAT is prevalent, the peripheral health care system is often weak, understaffed, and underequipped, with a low coverage or low attendance rate. Therefore, the reinforcement and population awareness and the empowerment of the health system to implement the activities included in the elimination strategies is essential. More user-friendly diagnostic and treatment tools will facilitate this integration, and operational research needs to address the improvement of control tools.

Previous experience has shown that HAT elimination is not an easy task, and will demand important effort, time, and resources. Adequate funding is needed to implement activities and to support research to provide the tools that will make elimination sustainable. A continued long-term commitment by donors is needed. The ownership of the process of elimination by endemic countries is a decisive element, and sociopolitical stability and security are required to apply the strategies for elimination.

On the other hand, since rhodesiense HAT is a zoonosis where the animal reservoir plays a key role, its elimination (the total interruption of disease transmission) is not regarded as feasible. Nevertheless, the possibility of its elimination has been considered as a public health problem. An integrated approach, involving both the veterinary medicine services and wildlife sectors, is needed.

On the road to HAT elimination, some gaps in the epidemiological knowledge of the disease need to be filled. There still exist gray areas where epidemiological knowledge about the presence and distribution of the disease is limited and needs to be clarified. Adequate and sensitive tools and strategies are needed to assess these areas, and to fill the gaps in the map. In the same way, indicators and modeling tools for estimating the location and abundance of undetected cases will be very useful.
In the case of gambiense HAT, the epidemiological importance of animal reservoirs and healthy human carriers in the persistence of disease transmission needs to be elucidated. The possibility of a sylvatic cycle of gambiense HAT, which contributes to the persistence of the disease, has to be studied. Risk factors for HAT reintroduction in areas where the disease has been eliminated also need to be considered. A better understanding of the vectorial capacity of the tsetse fly to transmit the disease and of the vector–host interaction could help improve the vector control strategies.

Population growth and climate change will be important factors that could affect the geographic distribution of HAT. Major environmental changes are forecast in many parts of Africa in the coming decades.\(^{152,153}\) The population growth and the consequent increment of human density in some areas is bringing about a change in land use, with degradation of vegetation often noted, which impacts fly distribution, reduces the fly’s density, or even eliminates the fly.\(^{154-156}\) Only some species of tsetse flies (for example, \textit{G. p. gambiense}) can coexist with relatively high human densities,\(^{155}\) and the reduction of other alternative food sources can increase the contact between humans and the fly. The intense urbanization process observed in Africa has led to the periurban foci of gambiense HAT.\(^{36,105,106,157}\)

Environmental or social factors can trigger changes in the intensity of transmission and, therefore, can result in outbreaks or epidemics that are characterized by an increase in the number of cases, and sometimes by the spreading of the disease to new areas.\(^{158,159}\) On the other hand, increase in the numbers of visitors to wildlife zones, as well as political and economic migrations of the African population to the north, could result in HAT cases that are more frequently reported in nonendemic countries.\(^11\)

A rise in temperature may result in the invasion of currently nonendemic geographic areas by tsetse flies, or even in disappearance of the flies in currently infested areas. There have been some attempts to predict the future distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population at high and very high risk (×10^3)</th>
<th>Population at moderate risk (×10^3)</th>
<th>Population at low and very low risk (×10^3)</th>
<th>Total (×10^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gambiense HAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>3,278</td>
<td>4,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>2,002</td>
<td>2,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côté d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2,442</td>
<td>2,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>3,569</td>
<td>10,767</td>
<td>21,911</td>
<td>36,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2,420</td>
<td>2,606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>1,270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1,275</td>
<td>707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total gambiense HAT</td>
<td>5,162</td>
<td>14,431</td>
<td>37,390</td>
<td>56,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodesiense HAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>716</td>
<td></td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Republic of Tanzania</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>373</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>7,029</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>402</td>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total rhodesiense HAT</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,429</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,184</td>
<td>15,860</td>
<td>48,280</td>
<td>69,324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviation: HAT, human African trypanosomiasis.
of tsetse flies and HAT according to climate changes, but these attempts are limited by the lack of robust data. Drought may worsen landscape degradation, as is happening in West Africa where the northernmost limit of the fly’s distribution moved 200 km southward due to population growth and drought. In this sense, recent studies show that in Burkina Faso, tsetse areas have been reduced by 70,000 km² since 1949, and historical HAT foci have disappeared. It is clear that the impact of population growth and climate change will differ according to region, and more accurate estimates of population growth and improved climate simulations at a more local level will be needed to forecast the future risks of the disease’s distribution.
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